EDUCATIONALLY PROVEN
INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

In selecting the instructional tools to
maximize high stress recall, promote asocial
stress precursors and use the latest in both
tactile neural linguistics methods and the
latest researched educational methodology
in flow dynamics and ekstasis state
performance research.
By doing this we are able to achieve a
higher learner absorption and retention rate
in addition to a rapid learning curve and an
exceptional internal motivation for active
pursuit of material mastery.

...Because SURVIVAL is NOT a SPORT!

Because
SURVIVAL
is
NOT
a
SPORT

Learn to employ proper mechanics, proximity
rules
ELIMINATE lost man hours through training
injuries & maximize training time efficiency

LEO
ECQ DEADLY FORCE
PISTOLCRAFT

Multiple Assailant Capable
Extreme Close Quarters Capable
Use of research driven educational techniques
ensures INCREASED retention under high
stress

•
•

Accelerated Learning Curve

•

Increase ECQ muzzle control and minimize
target penetration risks

•

Defeats Extreme Close Quarters (ECQ) Weapons Threat/Enhances weapons use

•

ALL RANGES-ALL OPTIONS

Whether fighting on the ground,
standing, facing armed assailants with edged
weapons, blunt force weapons, or firearms,
the principles DO NOT CHANGE.
Additionally, using our principles
and SAV/BOR knowledge base increases
the ability to employ multiple close range
weapons with devastating impact.
The TAC2™ SYSTEM allows edged
weapons, blunt force weapons, e-tool, bayonet and firearms to be integrated without
changing the understanding of trauma induction making officers both more survivable and more capable of defeating the per-

TAC2™ SYSTEM

Gain control of any ECQ event immediately

Intrinsic mental rehearsal increases efficacy

Increased SITUATIONAL CONTROL
Ramp-Down Force Continuum for
Lethal/Less-Lethal Capability
Use of Multiple Angle Vector Reflex to
minimize bystander casualties
Deal with all Partner Engaged/Asocial
Violence/Weapons Retention/Weapons
Use in ECQ Threat Action Envelopes
Based on established physiological
research and vetted in real world
applications

Enhance transition angles to and from weapons
in ECQ encounters
ALL RANGES-ALL OPTIONS

Inquiries Welcome:
Attn: Stephen Cliffe, P.P.S., M.Sc.Ed.
Chief Instructor
Imminent Threat Defense System
Email: training@itdsystems.org

EDUCATIONALLY PROVEN
INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
ENHANCES HIGH STRESS
RECALL & FUNCTION

Tel: 716-696-2023
Facebook:
@ImminentThreatDefenseSystems
www.itdsystems.org

Our mission...
We teach military grade, field-tested combatives adapted to
allow “ramping down” from assumption of deadly threat
premises to suit the scenario and fulfill the obligations of
today’s multi-role law enforcement and corrections
community. Whether it involves tactical assaults, riot
control, covert operations, daily threats from interacting
with the public or the new trend of targeting police in
ambush, response in any setting where close quarters/
extreme close quarters engagement may occur our system
will enhance the confidence and capabilities of those on the
street.
We concern ourselves with that faction of combatives
where imminent threat in ECQ settings with restrictive
rules of engagement may be encountered by our men and
women in uniform. We know that the deployment of
defensive or lethal weapons options may not be feasible
given the distances and populated locations at which many
of these encounters occur with special consideration of the
politically sensitive nature in which events occur. The

TAC2™ SYSTEM takes away the assailant’s ability to
act with exceptionally fast event control skill sets that can

adapt from or to weapons, engage multiple attacker settings
and win, bringing the officer home and stopping asocial
felons.

Because SURVIVAL is NOT a SPORT
1-716-696-2023

IMMINENT THREAT DEFENSE SYSTEMS:
THE
TAC2™ SYSTEM
The TAC2™ SYSTEM is our proprietary Combative Reaction-induction Assault Sciences Hybrid. This
means it is designed to be 100% offensive, and 100% effective IN ANY CQ/ECQ SURVIVAL SETTING. Using
proven tools to cause predictable trauma to the human body
that renders it impossible for the enemy to act offensively,
the TAC2™ SYSTEM eliminates the idea of competing with
an offender and truly delivers domination in all aspects of
the hand-to-hand arena.
All of the tools we employ are gross motor and
have been used by most other sport-based martial art and
fighting systems. It is the methodology of the Ancient Spartans and the principles we derive from Traditional Military
Spartan Pankration, FMA, JKD, BJJ, and others, coupled
with an exhaustive researching of human physiological response to trauma stimuli, that sets these tools apart creating
a devastating system of hand-to-hand combatives which
integrates sidearms and any other tools carried by the officer, rather than a sports-based, competitive model. Size
and speed are no longer dominant factors, replaced by INTENT and SAVs knowing that ONLY RESULTS MATTER. The TAC2™ SYSTEM delivers reproducible results
for ANY practitioner with the application of three simple
rules.
Focusing on the reflexive responses of the body,
the TAC2™ SYSTEM uses trauma that triggers the spinal,
somatic, and visceral reflex physiology to induce reflex giving predictable, specific responses that enhance officer control. When required, lethal capabilities are immediately
available, with active control of the conflict beginning
RIGHT NOW. This facet of control through induction
allows a ramp-down approach which can be adapted to nonlethal settings as needed, making it rapidly adaptable and
capable of tailoring within mission specific guidelines.
Use of sidearms with the TAC2™ SYSTEM follows
the same principles as any justifiable deadly force encounter
and we teach aggressive weapons retention, specific targeting for reflexive response, partner-in-contact shooting skills,
instinctive ECQ shooting hacks that increase accuracy without getting on your sights, directed contact shooting, using
your sidearm in ground fighting, and angling to prevent bystander casualties.

TAC2™ SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

The TAC2™ SYSTEM operates on three
simple principles and requires no specific prior
skill set to be effective. The use of the principles
in conjunction with Specific Attack Vectors will
yield structural incapacitation to be
accomplished rapidly in our “RAMP-DOWN”
force continuum.
This is a simple 3 step system that can eliminate
disparities between size, strength, speed and
training time. It will increase shot placement
efficiency and give officers more options to
survive in Justifiable Deadly Force events

TEACHING RATIONALE AND DISCLAIMER The course curriculum, including concepts, skill
sets and specific tactical application examples are intended to allow you to defend
against LIFE-THREATENING, VIOLENT attacks. Misuse of this information and its misapplication can cause serious, permanent bodily harm or death to the person to whom
you apply it.

